
Background & experience.
Mark has been involved in independent 
pension trusteeship for many years, starting 
with Barclays Corporate Trustees in the early 
nineties. He originally joined them in 1980 in 
a pension administration role. 

Mark moved to Royal Exchange Trust 
Company (a trustee subsidiary of GRE and 
Axa), then Capita Fiduciary. In each role, 
he led or supported the trustee relationship 
for schemes of differing sizes, sponsor types 
and situations. He has first hand experience 
of changes in regulation over that time, 
together with the corresponding increase in 
pension trustee responsibility and liabilities.

Mark joined us in 2009. Having been involved 
with over 100 different schemes to date, he 
is well placed to understand the different 
needs and dynamics of pension schemes and 
their sponsors, including the importance of a 
sound scheme governance structure.

Mark has extensive knowledge of the 
advisory market and is skilled at selecting 
the best set of advisers to ensure successful 
outcomes for a particular scheme.

Qualifications: Associate of the Chartered 
Insurance Institute
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Client Director.

Punter Southall
Governance Services 

Mark acts as a sole trustee and in 
arrangements as part of a wider 
trustee board.

Email: mark.homer@psgovernance.com

Tel: 0203 327 5370  •  Office: London

Example clients.

Assets Members

Client A (hybrid) £170m 1,626

Client B (hybrid) £205m 1,779

Client C (DB) £12m 214

psgovernance.com

Specialisms. 

investment, funding & de-risking  •  restructuring

adviser reviews  •  sole trusteeship 

buy outs & wind up

Example projects.
Re-risking investment portfolio In light 

of a sponsor’s convictions on macroeconomic 
outlook, commissioning investment advice 
leading to implementation of an improved 
return seeking portfolio within appropriate risk 
controls. 

Unwinding ineffective scheme 
amendment Identified key failings in a 
past DB to DC conversion that had mislead 
vulnerable members. Solution required 
unravelling past conversion and reconstituting 
DB benefits leading to superior outcomes for 
members accepted by the PPF.

Adviser review Resulted in considerable fee 
and management time savings and service level 
improvements. 


